Hello there! This document is an abridged version of the 2016-17 Ponytail Posse Engineering Notebook.
Please note:
–

–

–

Between 1 and 5 pages have been extracted for this document from each sec on of our
Notebook. They have been speciﬁcally chosen to create an accurate representa on of the
sec on, but informa on is missing and pages may end abruptly.
We separate our Engineering sec on into B, B2, B3, B4, and B5 based on compe ons.
(i.e. Sec on B contains the mee ngs before our ﬁrst qualifying tournament, sec on B3 contains
the mee ngs between our second qualifying tournament and the MN State Championship, etc.)
In our Engineering, Programming, and Outreach sec ons, the ﬁrst page is an overview of each
topic. These overviews are included in their respec ve sec ons.

If you have any ques ons, feel free to send us an email at team@theponytailposse.com.

THE PONYTAIL POSSE

FTC #8808
2016-2017 Velocity Vortex
ENGINEERING NOTEBOOK

Hello! We are the Ponytail Posse, team 8808.
We are a 3rd-year FTC and veteran FLL team from Shoreview, MN.

ROBOT: Our robot, Stacy, is comprised of 5 modular subsystems: the
par cle collector, par cle shooter, cap ball li , beacon ac vators, and
drivetrain. We use the Tetrix kit as well as a variety of 3D-printed and
custom-made aluminum parts. Each of these subsystems have been designed
and built based on data from carefully planned and executed experiments.
This season, one of our main priori es was to follow the engineering process
consistently throughout the evolution of our robot. We have documented
the process thoroughly in this notebook in each of the “B” sec ons, where
individual sessions are color-coded based on each step.

OUTREACH: This season, we set a plan in mo

on to give all students in our school district (Mounds View) the

equal opportunity to join a FIRST team. As the ﬁrst step of this plan to establish FIRST programs in every Mounds View
school, we started a total of 9 FLL Jr. teams at the kindergarten centers and 2 teams at elementary schools this year.
Our team is working with schools to establish sustainable programs that will grow naturally as its students move through
the grade levels; this means that when the current kindergarten par cipants graduate to 1st grade, they will have the
opportunity to join an FLL Jr. team supported by whichever elementary school they a end.
As part of this goal to start FIRST programs in the Mounds View School
District, we created the Ponytail Posse Founda on. According to
district principals, one of the main reasons less than half of Mounds
View elementary schools currently have robo cs programs is due to
lack of monetary resources for a erschool programs like FIRST. To help
solve this ﬁnancial problem, the Ponytail Posse Foundation will give
grants to schools that have at least 33% of students enrolled in
free/reduced lunch. The grants will be speciﬁcally used for purchasing
materials to start FIRST programs like FLL Jr., FLL, and FTC.
Our team also organizes and par cipates in a variety of other types of outreach such as corporate demos, community
demos, mentorship, and volunteering. Demos are a fabulous way to reach out to our community and introduce people
to FIRST, especially our sponsors, who are mostly local engineering and tech companies. Mentorship and volunteering
are both ways that we give back to the programs (and have fun while doing it). We also organize an annual 3-week
“FLL Sampler” class, which is designed to give 3rd-grade students an idea of whether they would enjoy par cipa ng in
LEGO League the following year.
Thank you for reading. You are a super cool person. If you would like to know more about the
personality of our team, all you have to do is search #conversa onswiththeposse on Twi er.
Enjoy yourself this weekend!
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SECTION A:

MEET THE
POSSE

HARDWARE
SABRIYAH
ROLE: Hardware
GRADE: 11
YEARS IN FIRST: 5
ORIGIN STORY: Amy told her about FLL on the
ﬁrst day of 6th grade math.
FAVORITE PART OF FTC: BUILDING BUILDING
BUILDING
FAVORITE #CONVERSATIONSWITHTHEPOSSE
MOMENT: Ge ng in a discussion about
scheduling for the week before tournament that
is so heated that she threw a whiteboard marker.
PONYTAIL DESCRIPTION: Brown at the ends
because of the amount of split ends that she has
*thumbs up emoji*
SUPERHERO NAME: Sabs with them Abs
FAVORITE SONG FROM THE SPOTIFY POSSE
PLAYLIST: Hallelujah Chorus from Handel’s
Messiah

NANCY
ROLE: Hardware
GRADE: 10
YEARS IN FIRST: 7
ORIGIN STORY: In 4th grade, one of her friends
invited her to join a team.
FAVORITE PART OF FTC: A er building a
subsystem, seeing it work and all the inside jokes
the team has.
FAVORITE #CONVERSATIONSWITHTHEPOSSE
MOMENT: Rose: "... if possible" *silence*
Sabriyah: "If posse...ble."
PONYTAIL DESCRIPTION: A curly, black bundle of
mass that has the poten al to turn her into a frizz
ball or make her look super fancy.
SUPERHERO NAME: Fancy Nancy
FAVORITE SONG FROM THE SPOTIFY POSSE
PLAYLIST: Perfume Medley by Pentatonix
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SECTION B:

IN THE
WORKSHOP
(ENGINEERING)

ROBOT OVERVIEW
SUBSYSTEM:

Par cle Collector

DESCRIPTION:

Surgical tubing on small PVC pipe is used to sweep par cles up a 3D-printed chute
that we like to call the spine.

# OF ITERATIONS:

4

EXPERIMENTS:

Flicker: page D-1, Loop design: page D-20

CAD:

Spine and vertebrae (chute): page B3-37

SUBSYSTEM:

Par cle Shooter

DESCRIPTION:

Par cles are swept up to the shooter with the par cle collector and then launched
between 2 3D-printed concave wheels on NeveRest 3.7 motors.

# OF ITERATIONS:

9

EXPERIMENTS:

Choo-choo: page D-11, 2-Wheel: page D-13

CAD:

Par cle guides: page B4-28, Concave wheels: page B5-4

SUBSYSTEM:

Cap Ball Li

DESCRIPTION:

A drawer slide and pulley system li s a custom-made fork which holds the cap ball.

# OF ITERATIONS:

8

CAD:

T-brace: page B3-40, end stoppers: page B4-14

SUBSYSTEM:

Beacon Ac vators

DESCRIPTION:

3D-printed hands are a ached to two iden cal rack-and-pinion mechanisms.

# OF ITERATIONS:

2

EXPERIMENTS:

U-shaped versus rack-and-pinion: page D-4

CAD:

Hands: page B-75

SUBSYSTEM:

Drivetrain

DESCRIPTION:

The holonomic drivetrain is comprised of four heavy-duty omni wheels with
NeveRest 40s mounted on a custom-made aluminum base.

# OF ITERATIONS:

6

EXPERIMENTS:

4 diﬀerent types of drivetrains: page D-1

CAD:

3D-printed bases (holonomic and kiwi) to test before commi ng: page B-18, B-20

SESSION #1, 9/10/16, 1:30 PM - 4:30 PM
ATTENDANCE:

Sabriyah, Nancy, Charlo e, Rose, Meghan, Amy, Heeral

TASKS:

‒
‒
‒

Familiarize the team with all the tasks of Velocity Vortex
Rank each task in terms of its diﬃculty
Discuss and decide which tasks to start working on

Strategy - Familiarize the team with all the tasks and rank each task in terms of its difficulty
The whole team together rated each possible task based on its diﬃculty for both hardware and
so ware before deciding which to aim for. The ra ngs are shown on the next page in Fig. 1.1.
The goal had to:
1. Be reasonable to accomplish in the me frame
2. Include a backup plan for autonomous so they can cooperate with any alliance partner

KEY:

REQUIREMENTS

DESIGN

IMPLEMENTATION

TESTING

REVIEW
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Strategy - Discuss and decide which tasks to start working on
AUTONOMOUS

TELEOP

‒

Most autonomous tasks only require a
driving robot, so we will focus more on
autonomous tasks this season.

‒

Beacons can be scored for a lot of points in
both auto and teleop, so we deﬁnitely want
to create a beacon-ac va ng subsystem.

‒

Ac va ng the beacon will take more me,
so our other autonomous tasks should be
quicker.

‒

The tasks for autonomous are to push the
cap ball and end completely on the center
vortex. We will deﬁnitely have these ready
before moving on to the beacon.

‒

We’ll also have a backup program to
coordinate with our alliance partners,
which will be to end completely on the
corner vortex.

‒

Since we decided to go for the beacons in
autonomous, we also decided to go for it
in teleop because we can get a lot of
points and we would already have the
hardware for it.

‒

We also decided to score par cles in the
corner vortex because we will only need
to focus on ac va ng the beacons near
the end of the match.

‒

Once that is consistent, we will move on
to other tasks such as scoring par cles in
the center vortex.

CURRENT GAME PLAN FOR QUALIFIER #1:
1. Autonomous - up to 75 points
a. Ac vate beacon(s) - 30 points ea.
b. Push cap ball oﬀ center - 5 points
c. End completely on center vortex - 10 points
2. Teleop - 1x OR 5x points
a. Score par cles in corner vortex (1 point ea.) OR center vortex (5 points ea.) (if
subsystem is completed)
3. End Game - up to 20 points
a. Ac vate beacon(s) - 10 points ea. at the end of match
TO-DO:
‒ Create user stories in Asana for each task the robot should do by ﬁrst qualiﬁer
‒ Build the color sensor for programmers’ experimenta on

KEY:

REQUIREMENTS

DESIGN

IMPLEMENTATION

TESTING

REVIEW
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SESSION #4, 9/20/16, 6:30 PM - 8:30 PM
ATTENDANCE:

Sabriyah, Charlo e, Heeral, Rose

TASKS:

‒
‒
‒

Create user story for Beacon Ac vator
Look at other teams’ designs
Brainstorm designs and discuss pros and cons for each one

Beacon Activator - User story
As a team, we want to create the beacon ac va on subsystem so that we can score points by ac va ng
them in autonomous and teleop.

Requirements:
‒ Must trigger bu on to ac vate beacon
‒ Must be 13.5” oﬀ the ground
‒ Space between bu on ac va on pieces must be at least 5.25”
‒ Needs one servo motor
‒ Must be able to hit either bu on without moving robot
Prerequisites:
‒ Prototyped ideas
‒ Bu ons on game pad are programmed
The bu ons of the beacon are 13.5” oﬀ the ground and the centers of the bu ons are 5.25” apart. To
maximize accuracy, the robot itself should move/turn as li le as possible. So, the beacon ac va on
subsystem should be able to trigger both bu ons without moving the posi on of the robot.
Beacon Activator - Look at other team’s designs
The following design is a beacon ac va on system from Team #3543 Livingston Robo cs Club:
Fig. 4.1 - The “Livingston Robo cs Club” method:
Spongy pad that presses the bu on with a linear mo on
PROS
‒

KEY:

REQUIREMENTS

DESIGN

Spongy material goes into
bu on and ensures that it’s
triggered

IMPLEMENTATION

CONS
‒

Linear mo on usually
involves more motors and
mechanical design than
needed

TESTING

REVIEW
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Beacon Activator - Brainstorming

Fig. 4.2 - The “Striker” method
Motor swings rod with trigger plate down to hit bu ons on
beacon
PROS
‒

No linear
mo on;
subsystem
can work with
only one
motor

CONS
‒

‒

Posi on of robot and angle of
triggering plate must be precise; this
is diﬃcult in both autonomous and
teleop
The ver cally placed plate may not
trigger the bu on when the motor
rotates the arm

Fig. 4.3 - The “Bass Drum Pedal” method:
Works similar to “Striker” but it has a diﬀerent shape
PROS
‒

KEY:

REQUIREMENTS

DESIGN

Only one
motor is
needed for
this mo on

IMPLEMENTATION

CONS
‒

‒

The distance between the robot
and the beacon must be exactly
the same each me to ac vate
the beacon
Need two motors; this may be
done with only one motor to
minimize mechanical
movement

TESTING

REVIEW
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Fig. 4.4 - The “Dilly Bar” method:
One motor waves a plate back and forth depending
on which bu on needs to be pressed
PROS
‒
‒

CONS

Only one motor
is needed for this
mo on
Uses one system
to ac vate either
side of the
beacon

‒

‒

Robot must be
directly pressed up
against the beacon could cause trouble if
there are obstacles in
the way
Might be diﬃcult to
line up with the
beacon precisely

Fig. 4.5 - The “Sole Rack-and-pinion” method
Similar to the “Livingston Robo cs Club” method, but with only one linear movement and plate.
The robot manually moves le or right depending on which bu on needs to be pressed.
PROS
‒
‒

KEY:

CONS

Be er than a subsystem with two separate
rack and pinion systems to trigger either
bu on
Less number of motors, less wiring/mechanics

REQUIREMENTS

DESIGN

‒
‒

Linear mo on uses more build me and
resources than necessary
Robot will have to change posi on in order to
trigger either bu on (will cause inaccuracy)

IMPLEMENTATION

TESTING

REVIEW
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SECTION B2:

IN THE
WORKSHOP
(ENGINEERING)

SESSION #28, 11/19/16, 10:00 AM - 4:15 PM
ATTENDANCE:

Sabriyah, Nancy, Charlo e, Rose

TASKS:

‒
‒
‒

Redesign choo choo mechanism shooter
Mecanum drivetrain tests
Autonomous programming

Drivetrain - Experiments with mecanum wheels drive
To determine if we should use mecanum wheels we made them go through the drivetrain
experiments. The results can be seen in Table 28.1 and for more detail look in Section D. Also, for the
“hold your own” tests we used compe on Stacy instead of Nina as the opposing robot to simulate
the actual weight of a robot. This change could have inﬂuenced our sta onary results.
TABLE 28.1
#1 Speed
test

#2 Drive up
corner
vortex

#3 Park on
corner
vortex

#4 Turn
radius

#5 Posi oning
in front of
beacon

#6 Driving up
on center
vortex

#7 Parking
on center
vortex

#8 - Hold your own

2.19
/sec

4

4

4

4

4

4

Stationary: 1; 8 in.
of displacement
Moving: 4; pushed
Stacy back by 4 .

Drivetrain - Evaluate mecanum wheels drive
A er looking at the results, we decided to use mecanum wheels for compe on Stacy. We did this
because:
‒ They made the robot go faster
‒ Parked be er on the corner vortex
‒ With the mecanum wheels we can extend the base outwards to create more space on the
robot.
Although implemen ng these wheels would be a lot of work since we would have to redesign the
baseplate, we thought that these advantages outweighed the extra work.
TO-DO:
‒ Design new base

KEY:

REQUIREMENTS

DESIGN

IMPLEMENTATION

TESTING

REVIEW
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Drivetrain - Redesign drivetrain baseplate
For the mecanum wheel drivetrain base we will have
to adjust the design. In order to prevent the wheels
from hi ng the base, we will set the base on top of C
channels. This will raise the base enough to make sure
that the wheels don’t hit it.
We also will make the U shaped cutout shorter and
move the par cle collec on closer to the front. This
preliminary design can be seen in Fig. 28.1.

TO-DO:
‒ Figure out exact dimensions for the new baseplate
Particle Shooter - Particle storage
The previous itera on of the par cle scorer, the spoon, did not allow us to use all the force that the
arm released into hi ng the par cle. With that in mind, our current design allows the maximum force
released by the arm in hi ng the par cle into the center vortex by having the arm in direct contact
with the par cle.
We created a storage device that would hold the sides of the par cle, allowing the par cle to be hit
from the bo om. A drawing of this design can be seen in Fig. 28.2.

TO-DO:
‒ Create experiments and test this version of the design

KEY:

REQUIREMENTS

DESIGN

IMPLEMENTATION

TESTING

REVIEW
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Particle Shooter - Put particle storage prototype on shooter
We revisited our past design because of the following reasons:
‒
‒

Our ﬁrst design should have been capable of shoo ng par cle 4 . into the air, but we had ran
out of me before ﬁrst qualiﬁer to adjust our design and make it do so.
We did not have a concrete way to accurately simulate how the par cle would be hit by the
shooter subsystem (we were holding the par cles with our hands and then shoo ng), so that
could have also changed how the subsystem would actually perform.

So, Heeral and Sabs made a par cle-storage prototype. This storage prototype acted as a ramp for the
par cles to go on, and a slit in the bo om of the ramp (shown in A) would allow the shooter to
hammer the par cle into the air. This prototype is shown in Fig. 28.3.

A more detailed picture of how the motor and the hammer of the shooter are connected is shown in
Fig. 28.4.

TO-DO:
‒ Put this design through experimenta on

KEY:

REQUIREMENTS

DESIGN

IMPLEMENTATION

TESTING

REVIEW
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SECTION B3:

IN THE
WORKSHOP
(ENGINEERING)

SESSION #49, 12/29/16, 10:00 AM - 4:00 PM
ATTENDANCE:

Charlo e, Nancy, Heeral

TASKS:

‒
‒
‒

Test two wheel shooter with monster truck wheels
Rebuild par cle collector
Ran tests on drawer slides li

Particle Shooter - Switch wheels to monster truck wheels
We wanted to try out a wheel that was squishy to see if that would aﬀect the height the par cle
traveled. So, we switched the stealth wheels out with our “monster truck wheels” as seen in Fig. 49.1.

Particle Shooter - Test monster truck wheels
We tested the monster truck wheels to see if they would do be er than Tetrix or stealth wheels. These
results can be seen below in Table 49.1
Table 49.1 - Avg. Shooting Height of Monster Truck Wheels
Distance Between Wheels

16° Angle

3.54”

26.9”

We also did another test with diﬀering distances between the monster truck wheels. These results can
be seen below in Table 49.2 and for more detail on both of these tests look in Section D.
Table 49.2 - Avg. Shooting Height of Monster Truck Wheels
Distance Between Wheels

3.37"

3.46”

3.54”

3.68”

Avg. Height

26.6”

26.2”

26.9”

28.1”
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Particle Shooter - Review monster truck wheel tests
With about the same distance between the wheels as the other tests the monster truck wheels did
approximately 4” be er than sleath or Tetrix wheels. This is likely a result of their grippiness and
squish which helps the ball shoot farther.
In terms of distance when we approached 2.7” between the wheels the par cles shot their highest at
an avg. of 28.1, consistently 1” to the height compared to the other distances. So, we believe this is
the “sweet spot” for these set of wheels. One reason why this distance is larger than the stealth
wheel’s sweet spot might be because the grippiness and squish of the wheels allow the wheels to be
located just a li le bit farther out.
Cap Ball Lift - Types of lift systems
A er making the 80-20 systems on CAD, we were s ll crammed for space. Since the 80-20 li system
takes so much space, we brainstormed other ideas for a li system. We had seen drawer slides used as
a reliable li system from #10432 Un tled 1 for the cap ball, and we had also seen in it used in
previous years, so we looked more into that design. We thought that this li mechanism would be the
best one to start with because of the pros and cons of the system, as seen in Table 49.3 & Table 49.4.
Fig 49.2 shows how much space the 80/20 system and drawer slides would take on our new base plate
on CAD.

Table 49.3 - Drawer Slides
PROS

‒
‒

CONS

Lighter weight
Less space required

‒

Don’t know how to raise this mechanism

Table 49.4 - 80/20 Lift System
PROS

‒

CONS

Known to be reliable and consistent

‒
‒
‒

Very heavy
Slow down the speed of the robot
Takes up a lot of space on robot

Because of the fact that the drawer slides solve a few of the problems that the 80/20 li system had,
we decided to go with implemen ng drawer slides.
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Cap Ball Lift - Figure out how to raise drawer slides
Since there are already holes in each drawer slide, a rope could be pulled through those holes to
produce the linear mo on with a spool on the motor.
Cap Ball Lift - Ran tests on drawer slide lift
We used 4 types of rope when tes ng the drawer slides: a nylon braided rope, ﬁshing line, and nylon
twine.
Table 49.5
Nylon Braided Rope

4 twisted strands of Fishing
Line

Nylon Twine

This rope was too thick and did
not ﬁt through the drawer
slides, but was sturdy and did
not rip.

Ripped when the drawer slides
got half way up

Very small and sturdy but also
rips when the drawer slides get
half way up

Cap Ball Lift - Review results of drawer slides
Through mul ple tests ran on each rope, we learned that the string could not consistently stand the
pressure of li ing the drawer slides, and was too o en ripped. We were also not able to create a path
for the string in the small space, so the string would also slip under the ball bearings causing the slides
to get stuck. Also the holes had one side that is rough and this is the most common reason for why the
string broke.
However, with the diﬀerent kind of string and arrangement on the drawer slides, this system may be a
good alterna ve to the 80/20 channels because of the fact that it is lighter and takes up much less
space. So, the build team decided to con nue with trying to implement drawer slides.
TO-DO:
‒ A ach pulleys to the outside of the drawer slides
Cap Ball Lift - Decide whether to use a drawer slide lift system or an 80/20 lift system
A er having a team discussion, we decided on using drawer slides. They are more compact, and
therefore would take up less space on the robot. They also stay more upright when extended upwards.
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SECTION B4:

IN THE
WORKSHOP
(ENGINEERING)

SESSION #75, 3/16/17, 11:00 AM - 3:00 PM
ATTENDANCE:

Nancy, Heeral, Sabriyah

TASKS:

‒

Go to Conquest to manufacture various parts of robot (described below)

Cap Ball Lift - Manufacture new cap ball holder
We sent our ﬁnal dimensions to Conquest, and were able to make the design in CAD with Ron, their
CAD guy. A erwards, they helped us manufacture the part. The ﬁnal product can be seen in Fig. 75.1.

Cap Ball Lift - Weld hinge to adapter T-piece
One of the points of failure of the cap ball system is the a achment between the hinge and the T-piece
that a aches the hinge to the drawer slides; it is diﬃcult to secure these two pieces together because
screwing them together was not very secure. A picture of the T-piece and the hinge welded together is
shown in Fig. 75.2.

TO-DO:
‒ Install piece onto drawer slides
Cap Ball Lift - Test cap ball lift with custom pieces for Conquest
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To test the new pieces we manufactured at Conquest for the cap ball li (pictured in Fig. 75.1 and Fig.
75.2), Heeral and Sabs a ached the new cap ball holder to the hinge to the drawer slides. They then
ran the subsystem both with and without a cap ball on it.
Cap Ball Lift - Review new custom pieces
Overall, the new pieces are stable and they securely hold the cap ball. The drive team was able to cap
the ball under 30 seconds with this arrangement. However, the square aluminum tube made the robot
extend 0.25” out of the 18” limit. In order to ﬁx this, Heeral and Sabs would have to ﬁnd a narrower
aluminum tube to use as the back support for the cap ball holder.
Cap Ball Lift - Adjust design of cap ball holder based on 18” limit
The screws that we use to secure the custom cap ball holder to the back support extend 0.25” past the
18” limit. To ﬁx this, we will go back to Conquest and ask them to weld the custom cap ball holder to
the back support to eliminate the screws.
TO-DO:
‒ Revisit Conquest to weld custom cap ball holder to back support
Drivetrain - Manufacture fenders
The team went to Conquest and showed them the
dimensions of the fender. Then, we used 0.032 in.
aluminum to fabricate the part. We then had these parts
powder coated and screen printed by one of our
sponsors, Midwest Powder Coa ng & Screen Prin ng. The
ﬁnal product can be seen below in Fig. 75.3.
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SESSION #78, 3/22/17, 10:00 AM - 8:00 PM
ATTENDANCE:

Charlo e, Heeral, Nancy, Rose, Meghan, Sabriyah

TASKS:

‒

Run diagnos cs program to test wiring and subsystems

Robot - Test functionality and reliability after reassembly
Drivetrain
To test the drivetrain, Nancy ran the drive motors with the weight of all the subsystems on the robot.
Through this she found that all four motors work and are able to run at its previous speed.
Par cle Collector
A er running the diagnos cs program the wider par cle collector also worked well, although there
were a couple slight problems with the ini al collec on of par cles since they would be at a stands ll
against the last vertebrae of the spine but a er a second the balls would go up the spine.
Par cle Shooter
The shooter was able to shoot par cle to score in the center vortex, but some mes they were
inaccurate with there being no par cle guides present.
Cap Ball Li
The cap ball itself ran well especially a er we put on the pulley covers. Some things we have to keep in
mind however is drivers making sure the ﬂipper isn’t extended when raising the li otherwise it will
get in the way and poten ally break the ﬂipper.
Robot - Overall functionality and reliability review after robot reassemble
Most of the subsystems did perform well. There are only some minor aspects to be ﬁxed like the
implementa on of new ball barriers and then the shooter will work more consistently.
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SECTION B5:

IN THE
WORKSHOP
(ENGINEERING)

SESSION #79, 4/3/17, 6:30 PM - 8:30 PM
ATTENDANCE:

Sabs, Nancy

TASKS:

‒
‒

Decide what tasks to accomplish for Worlds
Brainstorm ways to make par cle shooter more consistent

Robot - Planning for Worlds 🌎
In prepara on for worlds, we decided what tasks to accomplish and what we were going to focus on.
Because of the short me constraints between NSR and Worlds we decided that we were mainly
going to focus on fundraising for our trip with some minor changes to our robot. The things that we
would accomplished are outlined below:
Robot
‒ Run experiments to recreate and ﬁx “stacyTeleopStuckInLoop”
‒ Try using loops for the par cle collector to see if it works be er
‒ Test out 3D printed concave wheels for the shooter
Outreach
‒ Teach FLL sampler class at Island Lake Elementary School
‒ Finalize the Ponytail Posse Founda on with the Women's Founda on of Minnesota
Fundraising
‒ Host a pancake breakfast at Magenic
‒ Have a Davanni’s night where we get 20% of funds
‒ Create and ac vely promote a GoFundMe page for our trip to St. Louis
Particle Shooter - Brainstorm ways to make particle shooter
At the NSR, we saw a few problems with the consistency of our par cle shooter; the ver cal
displacement of the par cles that we shot was some mes 2-3 feet. As Nancy was in the pit one team,
#12231 Warrior Tech, who were just specta ng talked to Nancy about how they made their ﬂywheels
more consistent. Their wheels had concave interiors that hugged the par cles as they were being shot.
The robot team thought this would be a great idea to test out, so they decided to make a few drawings
and 3D printed prototypes a er NSR.
TO-DO:
‒ Pursue concave wheel design and make a CAD drawing for them
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SESSION #80, 4/10/17, 1:00 PM - 3:00 PM
ATTENDANCE:

Nancy, Sabs, Rose

TASKS:

‒

Wiring and connec on tests

Robot - Begin connection tests
Also at NSR, during 7 out of the 9 matches Stacy would experience connec ons problems and stop
working. Each me a warning labeled, “stacyTeleopStuckInLoop” appeared. Even though we had much
help from numerous FTAs, including Daniel Edwards, at the compe on we were unable to determine
the cause of the problem.
So, Nancy ran various experiments on the robot to see if the problem was in regarding one par cular
subsystem, loose wires, or sta c. First, she ran the autonomous program and then 2 minutes of teleop
where she would run only the drivetrain. Then, a er repea ng this process 3 mes she would run the
drivetrain and another subsystem. She would repeat this mul ple mes un l she was able to run all
the subsystems. The results for this experiment can be seen in Table 80.1. For the full data table and
other experiment results go to section D.
Table 80.1
Trial 1

Trial 2

Trial 3

Drivetrain

Pass

Pass

Pass

Collector + Drivetrain

Fail

Pass

Pass

Collector + Drivetrain

Pass

Shooter + Collector + Drivetrain

Pass

Pass

Pass

Cap Ball + Shooter + Collector +
Drivetrain

Pass

Pass

Pass

Beacon Activators + Cap Ball +
Shooter + Collector + Drivetrain

Pass

Fail

Pass
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SECTION D:

EXPERIMENTS

ALL TESTS ARE DONE WITH 11-15
LBS ON ROBOT
EXPERIMENT TYPE

4-STEALTH, 1:1

KIWI DRIVETRAIN (motor axle on top)

HOLONOMIC DRIVETRAIN

MECANUM DRIVETRAIN

#1 - speed test

1.58 ft/sec at 50% power

0.863 ft/sec at 50% power; not really accurate because the kiwi
drivetrain curved in its driving path due to the uneven distribution of
weight; however, it is significantly slower than the 4-stealth because
of the friction of the front wheel

1.53 ft/sec

1.98 ft/sec at 50% power
2.19 ft/sec at 100% power

#2 - drive up corner vortex (5 auto)

3; Can drive up corner vortex; no resistance
going up vortex

3; slow when driving up the vortex and the wheels start shaking
violently for a little bit

4; can get up vortex easily

4; can get up vortex easily

#3 - park on corner vortex (10 auto)

3; Can park on corner vortex if slightly turned; 4
will slide back down vortex if parked straight
on

2; weight made drivetrain keep sliding; weight also
made the center of gravity on the drivetrain really
low, so a higher center of gravity may change that

4; stays on the vortex easily

#4 - turn radius

Turning both ways results in a displacement
from the start of about 3-4 ft

4; approximately 0 in. of displacement

4; approximately 0 in. of displacement

4; approximately 0 in. of dispalcement

#5 - positioning in front of beacon

3; easy to position in front of beacon requires more steps to fix position

4; this is easy because if you get your robot in front of the beacon,
then you can turn the robot and position yourself pretty accurately
due to the 0 in displacement of turn radius

4; easy to position due to the 0 in turn radius. When 4; similar to holonomic
you get the robot in front of the beacon you can just
turn it around to positon yourself.

#6 - driving up on center vortex (5 auto)

4

2

4

4

#7 - parking on center vortex (10 auto)

1; too big to park onto vortex

2; only two wheels are on vortex; the whole drivetrain may not be
going on the center vortex because the motors are too low and
resting on the parking platform and thus blocking the way of the third
wheel going onto the platform

4; This drivetrain is capable of getting all 4 wheels
onto the center vortex but the added weight is
blocking the cut out that was made to fit the center
vortex pole.

4; The drivetrain is capable of saying up the
ramp but because it is too large the 4th wheel
is just a little short of being able to park on the
vortex

#8 - hold your own (Stationary & Moving)

4 (history)

Additional notes

Autonomous: 2

Stationary: 4; It had 0 in. of displacement
Stationary: 1; 8 in. of displacement - For these
Moving: 4; It had 0 in. of displacement and pushed tests we had the drivetrain go against Stacy
Jane a little bit.
instead of Nina and since Stacy is heavier the
stationary test might not be as accurate
Moving: 4; this drivetrain pushed Stacy back
by 4 ft.

Autonomous: 4
Weight: 11.6 lbs. because kiwi is not big enough to have 15 lbs.; the
motors were pointing downward because of the weight so that could
have been a factor in the fact that the entire robot couldn't park on
the center vortex.

Autonomous: 4

Autonomous: 4
Weight: 15.6 lbs. because that is the difference
between real competition Stacy and the basic
mechanum wheel drivetrain without extra
weight.
For hold your own we had the this drivetrain
go against competition Stacy instead of Nina
and becaus Stacy is heavier the stationary
result might not be as accurate.

SECTION E:

CODE

PROGRAMMING OVERVIEW
Autonomous #1: Shoot 2 par cles, ac vate both beacons, end par ally parked on the center vortex
‒ Failsafes on both beacons in case it presses the wrong bu on
‒ Time failsafes in case both touch sensors don’t ac vate: page E-19
‒ Starts on le by corner vortex

Autonomous #2: Shoot 2 par cles, knock oﬀ cap ball, park par ally on center vortex
‒ Starts to the le of the center vortex
‒ Ends on center vortex
Driver Controlled Enhancements:
‒ Driving modes for cap ball: page E-15
a. Slow Mode: reduces speed of motor so the cap ball doesn’t fall oﬀ
b. Reverse Mode: reverses direc ons of driving motors because our li is on the back of
the robot
‒ Beacons automa cally retreat when the bu on is no longer pressed: page E-9
‒ Power of the par cle shooter is adjustable during a match because the height of the par cles
changes depending on ba ery level: page E-14

Session #8, 10/8/16 - Program the kiwi
Kiwi Drivetrain class

Kiwi Teleop class
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Session #8, 10/8/16 - Program the holonomic
Holonomic Drivetrain class: “Drive” method

Holonomic Drivetrain class
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Session #37, 12/6/16 - Program autonomous using all 4 sensors
The robot uses the gyro sensor in 2 ways:
‒

‒

It corrects its orienta on (resets
back to 0) throughout the programs
to make sure it is facing the right
way.
Since it is omnidirec onal, it
doesn’t need to turn very o en. But
when it does, the gyro sensor is
used to improve accuracy.

The robot uses the light sensor to determine when it’s in the correct posi on to ac vate the beacon.

The distance sensor is used to get the robot the correct distance from the ﬁeld’s wall. It goes forward
un l 25 cm, senses the color of the beacon, ac vates the correct side, and then drives forward un l
less than 15 cm.

The color sensor is used to determine which rack-and-pinion system to ac vate.
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SECTION F:

OUTREACH

OUTREACH OVERVIEW
Overarching goal of outreach: Bring the FIRST community to our local area
‒ Started 11 new FLL Jr. teams in the Mounds View School District
‒ Ran 10 demonstra ons of FIRST programs at public events
‒ Ran 4 demonstra ons of FTC at local engineering and technology
companies
‒ Spent a total of 648 outreach hours dedicated to strengthening
our local FIRST community
‒ Introduced FIRST to 869 people through personal conversa ons

FIRST Growth Plan:
This year, we created a plan
to give every elementary
school student in our school
district the opportunity to
join a FIRST team by 2018.
We started 11 FLL Jr. teams at
kindergarten centers and
elementary schools in the
district as the ﬁrst step of this
plan.

The Ponytail Posse Foundation:
There is currently a signiﬁcant disparity
in access to robo cs programs in the
Mounds View School District due to
lack of ﬁnancial resources in the
less-aﬄuent schools. To help solve this
problem, we started the Ponytail Posse
Founda on, which will help provide
the funds necessary to form teams to
Mounds View schools with more than
a third of students enrolled in
free/reduced lunch.

See section F for our FIRST
Growth business plan. You
can ﬁnd a labeled tab on the
top of the notebook.

See section F for the founda on
business plan. You can ﬁnd a labeled
tab on the top of the notebook.

Community Outreach:
Throughout the season, we
are invited to many local
public events to give demos
of our robot. They are a great
opportunity to promote FIRST
in our community... and to
test if our robot is kid-proof.

Corporate Demos:
We visit our corporate sponsors
annually to give a demo and update
them about our season. These demos
are a chance to reconnect with the
people who make our team possible
and introduce FIRST to our local
engineering community.

See page F-23 for an example
of a community outreach
event.

See page F-18 for an example of a
corporate demo.

See the beginning of
section F for a
spreadsheet that
includes data for
every outreach event
this season.

FLL Sampler Class:
We designed the 3-week
“FLL Sampler” class for 3rd
grade students who are
interested in FLL, but not
completely sure if they want
to join. The class covers all
parts of FLL:
research/presenta on,
engineering, programming,
and core values. We ran the
3rd annual FLL Sampler class
in April of 2017.
See page F-6 to learn more
about the FLL Sampler class.
Mentorship:
We have mentored several
FLL Jr., FLL, and FTC teams in
our local area, as well as
teams from around the
country online.
See page F-17 for an
example of mentorship this
season.

SLICE OF SHOREVIEW DEMO 7/24/16
The Titanium Allies, another FTC robo cs team, invited us to the annual local fes val to demo our robot.
Their goal was to have all levels of FIRST (FLL Jr, FLL, FTC, and FRC) represented at the event and we were
glad to come along.

We spent about two hours talking to people who came by our demo area. Most of them had children
who were excited to drive the robot. Once they had succeeded in pushing all the blocks around, we
would redirect them to either the FLL or FLL Jr. demo, depending on their age. It worked out really well
and we got a lot of kids excited about joining robo cs during the school year. A lot of the parents had
heard of FLL or FRC before, which was very encouraging. It’s awesome that the “gospel of FIRST” is
spreading in our local community and we’re excited to be a part of it.
Thanks to Titanium Allies for invi ng us to the demo. We’re already looking forward to next year!

F-8

VOLUNTEERING WITH HIGH TECH KIDS
The LEGO League tournament season is our favorite me of the year. We’ve been volunteering with High
Tech Kids for seven years and have tried out everything from judging to checking in teams to entering
robot scores.
This year, two of us decided to go out of our comfort zone and be emcees at two tournaments. Both of
them had more teams than the average tournament and it was somewhat challenging to keep
everything in order, but it deﬁnitely provided a lively atmosphere throughout the day. We took turns
doing an energe c, pun-ﬁlled commentary as the robo cs ran their missions. Occasionally when there
was a short gap between runs, we would take the opportunity to share an animal-related fun fact with
the audience. It was a lot fun to see all the teams and share their excitement during the matches.

We also volunteered to help out with FLL Jr. exhibits a couple of mes this season. There were a variety
of LEGO-themed ac vi es provided by High Tech Kids to keep teams and their siblings busy: coloring
pictures of miniﬁgs, playing a programming game, and running FLL robots were our favorites. In addi on
to the ac vi es, it was great to see the teams’ tri-fold displays and LEGO models. There were some very
crea ve models and we enjoyed seeing how they incorporated the programmed motor into the display.
We’ve had a great me with High Tech
Kids so far this season and can’t wait to
volunteer at the FLL State Tournament!
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ROBOTICS ALLEY DEMO 2/28/17
This year, High Tech Kids (the nonproﬁt organiza on that runs FIRST programs in Minnesota) invited us to
demo at the annual Robo cs Alley conference in Minneapolis. We were honored and very excited to be
demoing along with three other local FTC teams.
The conference was held in a hall lined with booths for various diﬀerent technology and robo cs
exhibitors, companies, and products. There was a small sec on near the door with an FTC ﬁeld set up
next to a long table with ﬂyers and informa onal handouts from High Tech Kids. We spent the evening
driving the robot and talking to visitors, as well as demonstra ng our cap ball li whenever someone
wanted to see it. It worked consistently and the 30-second demonstra on was a good conversa on
starter for the many engineers who came by. We
some mes took the opportunity to ask them for advice,
which would start a long and very fun discussion about
how we could improve our robot’s mechanisms before
the North Super Regional next month.
Since there were ﬁve of us plus each of the other teams
in that one small area, we took turns driving the robot
and walking around to the other booths. There were
many cool displays related to technology and
engineering. We also collected a lot of goodies like
colorful 3D-printed Pokemon and a 3D-printed tooth.
At 4:00pm, we and the other robo cs teams lined up
behind a stage for the “March of the Robots.” When our name was called, we walked out while driving
our robot and stood for about 30 seconds while the host read out a dbit about our team. A erwards,
the audience clapped as we walked and drove Stacy down the aisle. It was like a bizarre fashion show for
our robot.

Thank you to High Tech Kids for invi ng us to the demo!
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